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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.
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Why Investigate?

• Potential consequences of failing to investigate:
– Potential FCPA liability, via conscious disregard

– “Willful ignorance” an aggravating factor under U.S. Sentencing 
Guidelines (§8C2.5)

– Individual officers’ or directors’ fiduciary duties

– Business risks of continuing misconduct

• Basic expectation of FCPA compliance:
– 2012 FCPA Guide + April 2019 Guidance on Evaluation of Effective 

Compliance Programs: efficient, reliable, and properly funded process for 
investigating allegations/ documenting company responses

• Secure benefits under government policies, including 
avoiding prosecution or mitigation of penalties

• Protect reputation; foster compliance culture; manage 
financial risks/losses
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Potential Costs of Investigations

• Financial costs of investigation can be significant 

• Disruption to business

• Removal of valuable employees

• Result could be determination of liability leading to 
enforcement

• Collateral impacts, e.g., 
– Fines and penalties

– Loss of business

– Reputational costs

– Shareholder suits

– Employee morale

– Collateral consequences like suspension/debarment
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Investigation “Triage”

Receiving and documenting an allegation or 
complaint
Determining the credibility of an allegation
 Do you have enough information to investigate?

 Categorizing the severity of the allegation

Determining whether, or what type of, investigation is 
needed

Dealing with whistleblowers
 Can be foreign nationals in FCPA-related inquiries

 Impact of Dodd-Frank whistleblower provisions and effects of 
relevant court decisions

Documenting the handling of an initial allegation (especially 
if you do not investigate)
 Standard investigation protocol as part of compliance program

 Staged inquiries
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Stopping Questionable Conduct

Based on initial assessment, protocol for stopping 
questionable conduct if needed
Communications with relevant business units and exercise 

of accounting controls

Transaction-specific prophylactics

Considering “fast-track” review if more information needed 
to determine nature of conduct or if transaction timing 
matters 

Putting use of certain partners or vendors on hold

Payment freezes

If appropriate steps are not taken, risk of later 
charges of management/company participation or 
acquiescence
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Preserving the Evidence

Preserving documents/evidence
Scope of preservation

 Custodian identification
 Physical and electronic evidence
 Ephemeral messaging applications
 Company-issued vs. personal devices 
 Data privacy issues and employee consent

Preservation norms may differ in different markets
Documentation of preservation efforts
Risks of sending document hold notices without taking 

immediate physical preservation steps – vs. risks of evidence 
loss prior to company preservation instructions

Role of policies

Preservation steps are often a focus of enforcement 
agency attention
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Planning the Investigation

Choosing the investigation team and resources

Local investigators, HQ investigators, or a mixture?

 In-house or external investigators?

 EU/other country restrictions on privileges for in-house counsel

Accountants or auditors (internal or external)?

Other specialists (e.g., IT forensic)?  E-discovery vendors –
considerations in emerging markets

Establishing and maintaining U.S. privileges, especially 
in multi-jurisdictional investigations

Developing an “organic” work plan  

Strategies for increasing efficiency/reducing costs 
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Investigation Oversight

• Role of Board of Directors
• Existing committees vs. special committees

• Fiduciary duties

• Role of management

• Assessing levels of needed independence

• Application of existing policies
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Determining the Investigation Scope
How far do you have to go beyond the initial 

transaction/allegation?

Looking laterally and vertically – taking a concentric circles 
approach

Focusing on regions/key employees/similar business model

Considering jurisdictional and statute of limitations issues 
(regarding both antibribery and accounting provisions)

Balancing what is necessary vs. what is achievable

What does DOJ/SEC expect?

 FCPA Guide:  “efficient, reliable, and properly funded”

 2019 Evaluation Guidelines: “independent, objective, appropriately 
conducted, and properly documented”

 Standard question:  No need to “boil the ocean” but “how can you 
assure us that the conduct/ issue is limited to Country X or 
transaction Y?”
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Application of Multiple Jurisdictions’ Laws

Attention is required to the anti-corruption laws of:
United States/UK:  FCPA and UKBA have particularly 

broad jurisdiction

Countries where customers, agents, or projects are located

Any other countries where company has operations, 
especially OECD countries 

 Increasing cooperation among enforcement agencies

Laws in many countries now have broad jurisdictional 
reach and may differ in important respects, e.g.,

Criminal Intent

U.S. FCPA French Anti-Corruption 
Law

U.K. Bribery Act

“Knowledge” or 
“firm belief”

Intent Strict corporate liability for acts 
of third parties, unless existing 

procedures are “adequate”
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Collecting Evidence
Collecting and handling documents/evidence
Don’t forget paper
Electronic (including computers, mobile phones, back-up 

drives, voicemails, other PDAs)
Ephemeral messages and apps – DOJ expectations
 “Personal” accounts and devices (non-work email 

accounts/apps; personal (non-company issued) phones)
Evidence held by third parties (e.g., agents; former 

employees)
Moving documents/data across jurisdictions
Review team access

Data privacy and personal information
Not just an EU issue – other jurisdictions now raise data 

privacy and sometimes national security issues
Practicalities of obtaining consents or documenting other 

approaches 
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Conducting Interviews

Conducting interviews
Addressing language issues/use of translators

Communicating purpose

Local cultural issues

Conflicts of interest
Do Upjohn warnings have meaning abroad?  Do employees 

understand them? – resonance of “Upjohn warnings” in 
emerging markets?

 Interviewee requests for legal advice or representation

What to say if disclosure to government is likely?

Seeking confidentiality

Memorializing interviews

Requests for “amnesty” 

Can private investigators be considered government 
agents?
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Dealing with Special Considerations

Employment law issues
 Limits on compelled cooperation in some jurisdictions

Maintaining confidentiality of key business 
information

Departing employees and post-employment 
cooperation

State secrets/national security considerations
 China

 Former Soviet countries
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Concluding the Investigation

When to stop?
DOJ focus on “root cause” analysis/roles of senior 

management

Evidence trails, costs, and disclosure considerations

Communicating with relevant Board oversight 
committee(s) 

Managing outside auditors

Analyzing potential effects re other stakeholders 
(e.g., lenders)

 Written report or not?
 Initial consideration at start of investigation

Level of detail

Roadmaps for investigators or civil suits?
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Disclosure Considerations

Considering disclosing to:
Regulators/law enforcement – local, US, other?  
 DOJ Corporate Enforcement Policy – “voluntary self-

disclosure” and potential benefits v. risks (also SEC Seaboard 
factors)

 Effects of increased mutual legal assistance/multi-jurisdiction 
investigations – how many reports must be made?

Shareholders

Other stakeholders

Relevant factors include:
Timing (DOJ definition of “timely”; risks of disclosures by 

other parties (whistleblowers, competitors, etc.))

Substance – “all relevant facts”

 Investigation costs and collateral risks

Possibility of shaping the narrative and raising defenses
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Determining Corrective Action

DOJ Corporate Enforcement Policy -- “timely and appropriate 
remediation”

 “Appropriate” employee discipline
Those responsible + “those with supervisory authority”

Employment law issues in various jurisdictions

Timing

 Terminating third parties

Correcting books and records

 Implementation of “effective” compliance program and controls
Root cause analysis 

Assessing tools to enhance accountability going forward

New policies, procedures or internal controls

Training and culture issues

Documentation and testing
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